
RR: Headed by John Smith, Jane Wilson, Quincy 
Current projects: 
· Revival of deceased- Shing, Hawthorne, Insurance Man, Keck, Hopper’s Uncle & co. 

Chantriese’s brother & Sister in law. 
· Cloning of Ling-Pao, with appropriate re education 
· Rewind: the prevention of events resulting from Morgan’s death, with out loss of life.  

This requires the simultaneous nullification of all other factors before one can fill 
power vacuum of others.  This requires Research into organizations, and appropriate 
strategies formulated. 

 
Annulate: Currently in Damage control, Members and cells not affected by the Project 
messiah debacle reorganized and very tight security.  Klair hull has become involved with 
a cell, and seems to have become disillusioned with her former friends. 
· Current projects: 
· Reestablish communication between severed parts, reorganize basic stricture, as a 

majority appear to blame the previous organization’s nationalist/fractional structure 
as its Achilles heel. 

· Finding, judging and executing of perpetrators of Proj. Messiah, V. Charles Hull still 
at large. 

· The possibility of Nanogens facilitating the developing the power in Humanity is a 
revelation, and obtaining this technology is a priority.  However, exactly what that 
means, and the possible danger if attempted recklessly, is a hot topic of debate. 

 
Players Ltd.: Headed by Alan Players & Thomas Finch 
An exceedingly wealth enterprise, chartered out of the free state of Canton… Has profited 
highly from the rebuilding efforts in the U.S. as well as the continuing development and 
fracturing of states in mainland china.  Has aggressively opened branches in many cities, 
through takeovers and expansion.  It has benefited highly from forecasting software, as 
well as a number of former Annulate & white blossom members including V. Charles Hull. 
Current Projects: 
· Observing and gathering data on surviving powers. 
· Accumulating power and influence. 
· Financing Nanogen research, operates several former University/Military labs in 

Canton. 
 
Watchdog: Jim Carr 
Organized with the help of intelligence agency men brought into the know of events, in 
order to monitor and track the surviving powers.  Acts on a semi-consulting basis for 
primarily NATO countries, Russia & Japan, but has been know to approach other governments 
who are being affected. 
Current projects: 
Tracking Annulate Cells. 
Infiltrating relevant Catholic Orders 
Tracking the growth of Players Ltd.  
Acting as liaison with the RR for governments 
Financing a archeological dig of cave stricture in Sudan. 
 
Church: Pope/JFK 
Has been occupied with famine relief for stricken parts of the world.   Has managed to 
greatly expand in influence, as the world is much more religious, due the “Wraith of 
God”.  The ranks of the Church, as well as it coffers have swollen by those converted by 
their experiences.  Pope JP2 died in 1995 from a stoke, and has been succeeded by (at 61 
relatively young) Pope Joseph, who has since aggressively pursued and utilized the 
Church’s influence to become a world figure.  Coinciding with the Millennium, has caused 
the Horrors of Northern U.S. to make people develop extreme death cults, and religious 
hysteria. 
Current Projects: 
· Focusing the increased need of people for both faith and stability, into unity in the 

Church. 
· Practical solutions for real problems, openly increasing its Peace force, citing the 

failure of the UN, thus the creation of Fighting orders drawing upon the romance of 
the crusaders, has attracted many converts.  This resurgence of the Catholic church 
has caused other Christian religions to react, sometimes quite vocally.  Several new 
Religions have appeared. 

· Hunting of the Annulate. 
· Interpretation of the events seen in the chamber of God. 


